Abstract-Floating car data (FCD) denotes the type of data (location, speed, and destination) produced and broadcasted periodically by running vehicles. Increasingly, intelligent transportation systems take advantage of such data for prediction purposes as input to road and transit control and to discover useful mobility patterns with applications to transport service design and planning, to name just a few applications. However, there are considerable quality issues that affect the usefulness and efficacy of FCD in these many applications. In this paper, we propose a methodology to compute such quality indicators automatically for large FCD sets. It leverages on a set of statistical indicators (named Yuki-san) covering multiple dimensions of FCD such as spatio-temporal coverage, accuracy, and reliability. As such, the Yuki-san indicators provide a quick and intuitive means to assess the potential "value" and "veracity" characteristics of the data. Experimental results with two mobility-related data mining and supervised learning tasks on the basis of two real-world FCD sources show that the Yuki-san indicators are indeed consistent with how well the applications perform using the data. With a wider variety of FCD (e.g., from navigation systems and CAN buses) becoming available, further research and validation into the dimensions covered and the efficacy of the Yuki-San indicators is needed.
I. INTRODUCTION

N
Owadays, there are multiple providers of raw global positioning system (GPS) measurements, ranging from public transport vehicles to individual pedestrians through their private smartphones. Typically, such measurements -when made on-board a given road vehicle -are known as floating car data (FCD). This digital era empowers intelligent transportation systems (ITS) by enabling the automatic extraction of valuable mobility information through distinct data mining processes.
FCD provides multiple sources of information, whose applications may range across different industries [1] . Successful examples in ITS are car sharing [2] , mass transit [3] and taxis [4] . However, little attention has been paid to the quality of FCD sources. FCD quality evaluation can be critical to estimate how suitable a dataset is for a particular data mining task, such as road map generation [5] , demand estimation [6] or typification [7] .
The quality of a mobility data source is inversely proportional to the effort necessary to extract meaningful and yet reliable mobility-related information. As popularity of data science grows across multiple industries, so does the cost of both professionals and software/hardware frameworks. Consequently, the evaluation of the data source quality is key in planning data mining projects across industries. Moreover, the noise usually associated with raw GPS data (e.g. [8] ) raises an uncertainty flag on the results which is undesirable to researchers and industrial practitioners in general.
This evaluation process can be split in two distinct dimensions: (i) value and (ii) veracity. The first one addresses how representative a dataset is regarding its original population (e.g. how safely can we infer a travel pattern on a city based on such dataset). The second one relates to how reliable a dataset is, which includes GPS error measurements and missing data (e.g. periods of signal absence largely superior to the sampling rate). Additionally, this dimension also includes sample size and rate, city spatial coverage as well as the presence of additional types of data (e.g. weather-based).
Typical work on FCD quality evaluation is often concentrated on the accuracy of GPS measurements with respect to the real location of vehicles [4] , [9] - [11] . By focusing on a single dimension, these evaluation approaches are biased, taking little advantage of the large computational power and sample sizes that are available nowadays. The main objective of our research is to overcome the limitations of the existing state of the art on this topic by creating a set of FCD quality indicators with the following characteristics:
• Multi-dimensional: FCD sources are evaluated from different dimensions; • Data-driven: indicator values are essentially driven by the input data; • Normalized: the results are quantified in the same scale;
• Scenario and application-oriented: indicators are configurable to different applications and scenarios. To accomplish this goal we propose Yuki-san: a set of statistical indicators to evaluate the quality of FCD. These indicators rely on a series of statistics, unsupervised learning techniques (e.g. clustering) and external data sources (e.g. commercial road maps) that are proposed throughout this paper. Yuki-san is applied to two publicly available probe car data sets collected from taxi fleets running in two cities: Nanjing, China [12] and San Francisco, USA [13] .
We evaluate the credibility of such indicators by conducting two simple machine learning experiments over an origin-destination (O-D) matrix: (a) apriori travel time prediction and (b) flow count estimation. By doing so, we aim to demonstrate the insights about the knowledge that we can extract from such datasets on an apriori fashion. Yuki-san can have multiple application in the transportation industry ranging from setting the prices of datasets and data sources [14] to filter unreliable sources from feeding advanced traffic visualization/inference frameworks in traffic management centers [15] - [17] .
Our main contribution is a unified set of statistical indicators that evaluate the quality of the data broadcast by an FCD source in an automated way. To the authors' best knowledge, Yuki-san meets no parallel in the existing literature on FCD quality evaluation.
This paper is structured as follows: Literature review is described in section 2. The proposed methodology for evaluating FCD quality is formally explained in section 3. In section 4, two case studies are presented, followed by the respective experimental evaluation in section 5. In section 6 we outline some important potential applications of the proposed method. The paper is concluded in section 7.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There is a wide variety of applications within the mobility domain that benefit from FCD, and there are many different ways to categorize these. In this paper we choose the following taxonomy: (1) digital route/map inference [5] , [8] , [9] , (2) traffic sensing and prediction [15] , [16] , [18] - [20] , (3) trajectory reconstruction and mining [21] - [23] , (4) O-D matrix and demand inference [6] , [24] . In this section, we briefly overview each of these approaches. Then, we examine the state of the art on FCD quality, pointing out its drawbacks as well as the main contributions of our work.
A. Mining FCD for Different Mobility Applications
Digital route/map inference addresses the problem of inferring road topology from a set of raw GPS measurements. Reconstructing road topology using FCD can be regarded as the inverse problem of map-matching, i.e. reconstructing FCD trajectories using an existing graph representation of the network, which we discuss further below. Cao and Krumm [5] presented a two-step algorithm for digital map inference -first, they cluster similar GPS traces (i.e. likely to be from the same road), and then generate a graph to represent the road network with a simple heuristic. The main contribution of this work is the first step: the aggregation reduces the noise (unreliable data derived from inaccurate GPS measurements). On the other hand, Lou et al. [8] focus on performing map-matching from low-granularity FCD. The authors point to some empirical assumptions to deal with such low sampling rate and highlight the drawbacks of the traditional neighborhood-based incremental map-matching approaches in such scenarios. Recently, Hunter et al. [9] proposed a conditional random field where the filtering process assumes both a stochastic model for the vehicle dynamics and probabilistic drivers' preferences learned from data. The authors point that the model is robust to low granularity and/or missing data due to an adequate parameter tuning.
Raw GPS data has also been used to (2) estimate the current and/or future traffic status. The central idea in such estimation and prediction applications is that although FCD may not disclose information about flow or density (unless 100% of the vehicles are equipped), they are informative of speed and travel time [19] , [20] , [25] , [26] . To capitalize on this information one first needs to match FCD trajectories to an existing graph of the network. Many algorithms have been proposed to this end, see e.g. [27] , [28] .
Herrera et al. [20] presented "Mobile Century," a famous FCD-based experiment where 100 GPS-equipped vehicles cruised a particular highway stretch in loops to sense its traffic status. Their results show that even a low penetration rate of FCD-enabled vehicles are able to accurately estimate link travel times. In [26] it is shown that, even on the basis of coarse and unreliable GSM positioning data, link speeds can be estimated. Miller et al. [19] propose a simple traffic flow model to forecast the link travel time. Their results show that the forecasting accuracy increases logarithmically with the sampling frequency/granularity. Work et al. [18] use this dataset to infer regular speed measurements of such segment. The non-linear characteristics of the noise are handled with a non-deterministic sampling technique (Monte Carlo integration). Hofleitner et al. [15] , [16] proposed a bayesian network to infer the joint probabilities of the number of vehicles to traverse each node as well as the travel times required to do it so based on the states of the remaining nodes. The authors proposed to constrain this graphical model using physical laws from traffic flow theory in order to maintain reliable estimates under noise and/or missing data. More potential for monitoring and estimation arises when FCD are combined with data from other sensors (e.g. loops, camera's) to reconstruct the traffic state [29] , [30] .
(3) Trajectory reconstruction is the topic of inferring realized routes from data. Typically, (a) the objects of research are typically either on route choice behavioral analysisa relevant topic in transportation planning [31] , [32] -or, in alternative, (b) on getting information on the networknamely, which routes are (not) used, when and by whomwhich may be an information of interest for road authorities and transport operators in general [21] - [23] , [33] . In [21] a method is proposed to perform intelligent routing using a hierarchical multi-level graph. This hierarchical graph is not based on the well-know highway hierarchies [33] . Instead, each road is assigned to one out of three categories based on the usage of the link. Zhang et al. [22] present a framework to detect anomalous taxi trips in three steps: spatial discretization, sequence analysis and trajectory classification.
In the first step, the authors discretize the space into a grid of equally sized cells as a way to reduce the measurements noise. Xue et al. [23] go a step further by decomposing the trajectories into a set of sub-trajectories between neighboring locations (i.e. landmarks). This approach tries to deal with data sparsity, both on time and space.
Finally, FCD can also be instrumental in estimating origin-destination (O-D) flow matrices -a matrix which describes the flow counts/mobility demand quantities between major points of interest of a given geographical area. Early studies with probe vehicles highlighted the importance of the spatial and temporal coverage of the traces collected by our probe vehicle fleets in providing unbiased estimations for the vehicle's locations along time [24] . Moreira-Matias et al. [6] provided a machine learning framework able to predict the spatio-temporal distribution of taxi-demand demand for short-term horizons. The authors propose a straightforward drift-aware learning approach which is able to produce accurate results even under uncommon traffic conditions (e.g. derived from car accidents or a major soccer match). Despite the accuracy of the proposed method under such conditions, the authors also leverage on the assumption of high sampling granularity/frequency as a backbone aspect of their approach. This issue hinders severely its applicability to FCD sources with low granularity.
The above-mentioned approaches follow one out of two paths with respect to data quality: (a) pose strong assumptions such as a high sampling frequency/granularity or Gaussian noise on the raw GPS measurements or (b) address some of those limitations with techniques tailored for a particular application.
B. FCD Quality Evaluation
Little work has been done to correct/complete or evaluate missing or inaccurate FCD sources. When referring to data imputation, the term is used for different tasks in different fields and applications, making it difficult to analyze its state of the art. In the map generation (1) literature terminology this refers to graph completion, which is usually accomplished with graph logic [34] or simple map data [31] . Regarding (2) traffic state information and O-D matrix estimation, imputation usually means to resort to additional data sources to turn your information more accurate and/or to increase your penetration rate [35] . Finally, for (3) trajectory reconstruction, data imputation typically refers to completing realized paths, which is achieved, for instance, using logic [36] or topological information [37] . In this paper, we are interested on a more classical definition of data imputation -coming from the statistical sense, where missing observations are estimated by resorting to the available data.
Linear interpolation and regression are some of the state of the art techniques for the the data imputation process in FCD. In a landmark paper, Zhang et al. [38] propose a framework for both FCD cleaning and imputation. Firstly, unreliable measurements are cleaned based on a statistical approach where data is assumed to be follow a normal distribution. To impute missing data, the authors propose a moving average method where the coefficients are computed using the Holt-Winters Exponential Smoothing. To correct noisy measurements, the authors use principal component analysis (and the respective reconstruction of the original data using the principal components).
As we analyzed, the literature includes multiple usages for FCD-based knowledge discovery for mobility mining. Yet, the evaluation of the quality of FCD is a relatively new topic. All the above-mentioned approaches follow one out of two paths with respect to data quality: (a) pose strong assumptions such as a high sampling frequency/granularity or Gaussian noise on the raw GPS measurements or (b) address some of those limitations with techniques tailored for a particular application. From the latter, we can highlight that the works typically evaluate one (or a small subset) of the criteria on FCD quality such as granularity [8] , [10] , [11] , [39] ; reliability [10] , [11] , [20] ; accuracy [11] ; spatial coverage [10] , [39] and missing data [10] .
References [10] and [39] are the works more similar to our own. The latter elaborates over the work of Hunter et al. [9] and Hofleitner et al. [15] , [16] to study which is the impact of changing the penetration rate (i.e. fleet size) and the sample rate (granularity) over the forecasting error on the link travel time prediction problem. The technical report in [10] characterizes large scale GPS data with respect to the geographical range and time span as well as for the above-mentioned penetration/sample rates. However, it does not provide a quantitative and fully interpretable normalized indicator set focusing attentions instead on providing improved map-matching algorithms and scalable FCD processing pipelines. Moreover, they do not address the dimension of the temporal coverage of the datasets (e.g. the diversity of the temporal timespans covered by them in terms of times of the day or days of the week) neither the relevance of the geographical coverage (e.g. land usage, landmarks, population density) as we propose to in this paper.
By failing to provide a quantitative measurement of the value of a given FCD source, the above-mentioned works end up by just providing contextual and/or partial evaluations which are not reproducible or not comparable to others performed using other sources. Yuki-san aims to fill such gap by providing a multi-criteria statistical evaluation schema whose output is quantified and normalized to a certain range. To the authors' best knowledge, this is first work to do it so in the related literature.
III. METHODOLOGY
This section formalizes Yuki-san: an automatic and interpretable methodology to evaluate the quality of FCD sources for knowledge discovery. Yuki-san settles on a set of statistical metrics that can be divided in two dimensions: (i) value, which focus on evaluating the generalization ability of a dataset, i.e., the value of the quantity of data provided w.r.t. space and time; and (ii) veracity, which is related to the reliability of a FCD source. An illustrative example of the potential relevance of analyzing FCD quality is provided in Fig. 1 . In the graphic, two sets of GPS traces with different characteristics are shown, where each colored dot represents a GPS trace. We denote a GPS trace as x i = {lat i , lon i }, where lat i and lon i represent the latitude and longitude at time instance i , respectively. The GPS traces in the right side at captured with a high sampling rate and it is possible to pinpoint the vehicle in space and time with precision. Conversely, in the left is shown an example where fewer data points render loss of information and increased uncertainty.
The indicators encompassing (i) value can be enumerated as follows: (A) Granularity, which analyzes the frequency of transmission of GPS traces; (B) Macro temporal coverage, for evaluating the time-span and temporal diversity of the data; (C) Micro temporal coverage, for analyzing the temporal coverage within each part of day (e.g. daytime); (D) Spatial coverage, which provides knowledge on the spatial information present in the data. On the other hand, (ii) veracity is covered by the following three indicators:
(E) Missing data, which evaluates any signal gaps in the data; (F) Reliability, which aims at measuring the logical precision of the data; (G) Accuracy, for inferring the spatial precision of the GPS devices comprising the data. Our motivation is to propose a set of statistical indicators, which may be configurable from application to application and still provide an invariant interpretation. Consequently, all the indicators were formulated to result in a scalar ∈ [0, 1] where 1 denotes optimal quality.
A. Granularity
Granularity (G) provides insight about the frequency of the GPS traces transmitted by a given vehicle (sampling rate). A dataset with a high sampling rate is valuable in the sense that we can retrieve information on a vehicle with an higher temporal precision, enabling a better tracking of that same vehicle. This is particularly important for several tasks in ITS, such as map-matching [8] or congestion prediction [15] , [16] . We evaluate G by measuring the sampling rate across all vehicles comprising the dataset. This is formalized as follows:
where V denotes the number of distinct vehicles in the dataset,δ v is the median sampling rate of vehicle v, T v is the percentage of trips of vehicle v in the dataset and er f c denotes the complementary Gaussian error function. δ G represents the global sampling rate as we formalize it. δ opt denotes the optimal value of sampling rate, which is a user defined parameter. δ opt is configurable since it can differ strongly according to application, the protocol of GPS devices (3G/4G), or travel mode (e.g. road or rail).
The intuition behind such formulation is to find a global sampling rate in the dataset. To do so we perform a weighted average, where the median sampling rate of each vehicle is balanced by the representativeness of that vehicle in the data. The reason for this is because a dataset probably has several vehicles with different GPS devices. Moreover, the use of the median as centrality measure (as opposed to the typical arithmetic mean) is motivated by its greater robustness to outliers, which the sampling rate is prone to.
Despite its insights, Granularity lacks temporal and spatial context. To complement that measuring we start by analyzing the range and diversity of those GPS traces both on space and time -as proposed by the indicators below.
B. Macro Temporal Coverage
Macro temporal coverage (MaT C) evaluates the temporal coverage of FCD. This is accomplished by measuring its time-span and diversity in a time scale of a day. This is particularly relevant when addressing demand forecasting tasks (e.g. [6] ). In such scenarios, we want FCD as diverse as possible and comprising a large time span. Time span ts is related to the raw size of the dataset and is computed by the following equation: ts = 1 − er f c(ndays), where ndays is the number of days elapsed from the first to the last GPS trace. The more days covered, the greater ts value is. On the other hand, diversity is related to the spread of weekdays covered: dv = 1 − √ σ (ρ wd ) · θ wd , where σ (ρ wd ) is the standard deviation of the relative frequency of GPS traces in each weekday and θ wd is the ratio of unique weekdays covered (1 if all weekdays are covered). Finally, the value of MaT C is computed taking the arithmetic mean of the ts and dv, along with a penalty , which stands for the ratio of missing days in the dataset (i.e. days without any GPS trace):
Intuitively, we consider FCD to have good macro temporal coverage if it comprises a large time span with a uniform distribution of weekdays. The main drawback of MaT C arises from its high level formulation. As such, a single GPS trace is enough to consider a day as covered. Nonetheless, we take this issue into account in the indicator formulated below.
C. Micro Temporal Coverage
The main difference between macro and micro temporal coverage (Mi T C) is that the latter is computed in a finer time scale, i.e. within the day. Here we aim at understanding how well the data is covering all parts of the day (e.g. morning, evening). The absence of one of these components is critical to understand one key component on transportation-related data mining tasks: the in-day seasonality [40] . Some examples of related phenomena are rush hours (e.g. [41] ) or demand peaks generated by a given event (e.g. soccer match) [42] . To formalize Mi T C, we propose the following formulation:
where θ d is the ratio of hours covered in part of day d.
Similarly to the previous indicator, we leverage on the expressiveness of the deviance to the relative frequency of GPS traces to measure its diversity.
D. Spatial Coverage
Indicators III-A, III-B and III-C are mostly related to the temporal component of the data. We start addressing the spatial attributes of FCD by devising a Spatial Coverage (SC) indicator. SC measures the spatial diversity of FCD. Particularly, its value increases as the spread of the GPS traces across the map increase. However, some areas of the city have greater demand than others, for example, downtown. Consequently, absolute trace frequencies cannot be applied to solve this problem. Alternatively, we devised a schema which takes into consideration the relevance (ϒ) of each zone.
This procedure starts by discretizing a city spatially through a grid decomposition technique [4] , thus obtaining a grid of equally sized cells of nblocks by nblocks blocks.
Then, we quantify the relevance of each cell based on three dimensions: (i) road density: One naive way to estimate the importance of a part of a map in terms of mobility is by the number of possible ways there is to cruise that part. The road density of a grid cell gives a rough estimation of how many roads it covers. We start by assigning relevance ϒ cc to the grid cell containing the city center (cc) as an anchor. The relevance of all other cells is given according to this anchor, w.r.t. their road density.
Secondly, we evaluate each cell's (ii) proximity to landmarks and other hot-spots (e.g. city center, hospitals, airport), denoted hereby as lm. Empirical observation suggests that most trips start/end in the whereabouts of such hotspots/landmarks. The relevance of this dimension is computed through Algorithm 1 -in which all grid cells containing at least one landmark are assigned the maximum value for relevance.
Thirdly, we evaluate each cell's relevance given its (iii) neighborhood, i.e. their proximity to other relevant cells. E.g.: A grid cell may be relevant, even if it does not have a reasonable road density or is not close to any landmark, for example roads connecting cities to airports. We consider a grid cell to be of some relevance if it is adjacent to any important grid cell. The Algorithm 2 improves the relevance 
ϒ gc = Algorithm 2(gc, lm, ϒ)
6:
of the neighborhood cells considering the that of each cell. In other words, if a given grid cell gc has ϒ gc below some threshold ϒ min , the relevance of its adjacent grid cells gc ad j positively influences its relevance by a factor of η. The combination of these three variables provides a reasonable notion of which parts of the city are more important in terms of urban mobility. The whole procedure for SC is described in Algorithm 3, where the total number of GPS traces in a given grid cell gc (S gc ) is weighed according to its relevance ϕ gc .
E. Missing Data
The notion of missing value is a well defined concept in most knowledge discovery applications. However, in FCD this idea is more ambiguous. Generally, a GPS device transmits signals to the data center at a well defined rate, an aspect evaluated in the Granularity indicator III-A. However, there may be significant gaps of time between two transmitted signals within a trip, that we treat as missing data (M D). This may be caused by device malfunction or misuse.
Formally, we consider that one or more data points are missing -here denoted as black-hole -if the time elapsed since the last transmission falls above two times the median sampling rate of the vehicle v in question. This concept is formalized below, where bh i represents a black-hole in a GPS trace x i ∈ X:
where t (i,i−1) denotes the time elapsed between the transmission of x i and x i−1 . From equation 5 we can then compute the average number of black-holes by trip, r bh . However, black-holes are typically of different durations, which must be taken into account. To address this, we introduce the notion of missing packets (P). Given the global sampling rate δ G introduced in section III-A, missing packets represent the number of samples or GPS traces that are missing, on average. This is formally defined as follows:
where r bh denotes the ratio of black-holes per trip. In equation 8,bh stands for the median duration of blackholes. In equation 9, α gives a raw estimate of how many packets are lost. A normalization factor n is used to smooth that value for the cases where those lost samples are spread across the data. A practical example on its modus operandi can depart from the supposition that p packets are lost. M D tones down its value as more of those p missing packets are spread across the time-span and not just into a single black-hole episode. Furthermore, we add a penalty d that takes into account the deviance of the black-holes duration. Conversely, we smooth P by a factor t with respect to the median duration of trips.
Finally, in equation 10, this value is normalized according to the granularity indicator (section III-A).
F. Reliability
Another issue when analyzing the veracity of a dataset is related to its logical sense. Some counter examples (i.e. illogical observations) are: i) GPS positions thousands of miles away from the city where one is performing mobility analysis; ii) A vehicle in a given position at a given timestamp and then be marked 10 miles away after 10 seconds. The Reliability indicator covers the objectivity of the dataset. Particularly, we aim at certifying that the GPS traces we are logically possible, both in spatial and temporal terms. Firstly, we introduce the following definitions:
Definition 1: A GPS trace x i is awake if the traveled distance from the previous transmitted signal (d (t i ,t i−1 ) ) is greater than the respective sampling rate:
As an illustrative example, a given vehicle with a sampling rate of 10 seconds is awake if it traveled at least 10 meters from its last position. From Def. 1, we compute two values: awake trace ratio (at), which is the ratio of awake traces across the data; and awake trip ratio (aT ), standing for the ratio of trips that have a percentage of awake traces greater than a given threshold .
Secondly, we impose one more definition to compute the notion of reachability. It is used for uncovering dubious data, from malfunctions of GPS devices or synthetically inputted data.
Definition 2: A GPS trace x i is reachable if the traveled distance from the previous transmitted signal is within a given threshold , where is given by a estimate of the average speed times the respective sampling rate:
Here, we compute two more ratios: reachable trace ratio (rt), which is the ratio of reachable traces across the data; and reachable trip ratio (r T ), which is the ratio of trips with all its comprising points reachable.
Finally, the Reliability indicator is computed as follows
where κ denotes the proportion of points that lie inside our bounding box -a user-defined meta-rectangle that delimits our Geographical Area of Interest. A drawback of this indicator is the lack of context. For example, it would be simple to generate synthetic data that trick these ratios, e.g. vehicles traveling in loops. This issue is addressed in the Accuracy indicator, where the data is compared to a digital roadmap network (DRN).
G. Accuracy
Accuracy (A) operates by measuring the discrepancy between positions given by a GPS device and the true position of the vehicle. The true position is estimated via a Map-matching procedure of the GPS device positions while compared to a DRN. Let e i ∀ t i ∈ X be the point-wise error of GPS measurements where t i represent the GPS traces within a trip t, which belong to the set of all GPS traces X. The error measurement of a trip t is estimated by taking the arithmetic mean of the errors of each GPS trace comprising t. In turn, the general error measurement of the dataset is computed by taking the median value of e T , the vector containing the error of each trip. We use the median to combine the scores across trips in the interest of robustness (e.g. different GPS devices). Return e t , estimated error measurement of the GPS traces containing t 6: e T =< e t >, ∀t ∈ T 7: return A = Acc(medi an(e T )) There are several approaches for the map-matching task in the literature (e.g. [5] , [8] , [9] ). This is a particularly tricky problem for FCD in urban environments, where in a small range we may have many candidate roads as matching possibilities. We remark that the computation of the Accuracy indicator is orthogonal to the method of map-matching.
IV. CASE STUDIES
Two FCD sets were collected from taxi fleets operating in two case studies briefly described in Table I : Nanjing (NJ) [12] and San Francisco (SF) [13] .
The datasets have several domain-dependent attributes, e.g. fare type. In order to use only information that we can generalize to other FCD (i.e. not only taxi fleets) the attributes used throughout our analysis are the following five: Timestamp, Vehicle Id, Trip Id, Latitude and Longitude.
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the experimental evaluation carried to validate the proposed methodology. We start by introducing the testbed that we used to evaluate the two FCD sets, followed by the setup of two mobility-related data mining experiments. These experiments carry out two different predictive analytics tasks over the datasets. Finally, we also introduce an additional experiment where the potential benefits of assessing FCD quality are quantified through the gradual introduction of artificial noise in the data. The obtained results in terms of generalization error are then used to briefly discuss the insights provided by Yuki-san.
A. Experimental Setup
Table II summarizes the hyperparameter setting used in the experiments. This configuration was chosen in the interest of applying predictive modeling methodologies to the datasets.
1) Optimal Sampling Rate:
The parameter δ opt was set to 15. This means that datasets with an average sampling rate below or equal to 15 seconds are considered to be of optimal value in terms of granularity (section III-A).
2) Parts of Day: Regarding the Mi T C indicator (Section III-C) we split each day into 4 equally sized parts (D = 4).
3) Spatial Coverage Setup: In section III-D, the city map is decomposed into a grid of 500 × 500 cells (nblocks = 500). The relevance o the city center is set to 3 (ϒ cc ). ϒ min is set to 2, which means that the influence propagation algorithm (Algorithm 2) is triggered for grid cell with relevance below 2 (with a propagation factor η is set to 0.3). 
4) Missing Data Indicator Setup:
The penalty factors d and t in Section III-E are set according to equations 12 and 13, respectively. Essentially, we smooth the value of P according to dev and mdur with a maximum value of 1.3 and 1.5, respectively.
Where dev is the Inter-Quartile Range of the black-holes duration and mdur is the median duration of a trip.
5) Erfc Setup:
We resorted to the er f c function to normalize some results into a standardized range of values. The general form for er f c is:
We used different parameter values for a according to the application. For example, in Section III-B we consider a = 0.02 which yields a optimal value for dataset with a timespan of one year. 6) Map-Matching Approach: Algorithm 5 formalizes our approach to the map-matching problem. Essentially, we created an ad-hoc procedure to estimate the average GPS error measure of each trip -e t . Moreover, we use a Monte Carlo approximation to estimate e t , using nr eps repetitions. For each repetition we proceed as follows: We pick a random points t i along with its next s · L t − 1 GPS traces, where L t is the number of GPS traces comprising trip t and s is the sample size. This yields a contiguous random sample of t, t s . We then extract the candidate roads from the D RN for t s . A road is considered candidate if it lies inside the bounding box of t. Then, we compute the Haversine distance d i of each GPS trace t i to three points in each candidate road: the initial point r 1 , the mean point r 2 and the end point r 3 . The road that minimizes that distance is the one we choose as the one the vehicle is traversing. The error measurement of the GPS trace t i is its Haversine distance to that road. 6: procedure SAMPLE(t) 7: t s ← contiguous random sample of t i of size s · L t
8:
procedure CANDIDATEROADS(t, DRN) 9: Return R c : candidate roads for t 10: for each GPS trace t i in t s do 11: for each r in R c : do 12: r 1 
:
17:
18:
The error measurement of t in the Monte Carlo repetition (e rep t ) is estimated by averaging each e i , ∀ t i ∈ t s . Using the Monte Carlo approximation we average all e t across all repetitions to estimate the e t , the error measurement of trip t. This Monte Carlo approximation procedure is important in big datasets to keep the computations tractable, providing a way to analyze all the trips for an Accuracy measure. In our experiments, nr eps is set to 10, while s is set to 5%. This is a simple and highly heuristic approach to the map-matching problem. We remark that any more sophisticated approach to map-matching can be used in the proposed methodology. The Acc function used in the Section III-G is formalized in the Equation 15 :
erfc(e), otherwise
The a parameter for the er f c is set to 0.025 (see Equation 14 ).
7) Other Parameters:
The estimated speed is set to 20 mph. Note that this estimate also incorporates eventual stops (e.g. traffic lights). We used OpenStreetMap [43] as DRN.
B. Setup of Data Mining Experiment I
The first studied experiment (DM-I) is Time Travel Prediction (TTP). The objective is to predict the duration of a given trip.
We address this task using the predictive framework provided by Hoch [44] . The presented technique is the winning solution of a discovery challenge for the TTP task hosted by the well-known Kaggle platform. The method is based on an ensemble of regression models. The experimental setup is the same one proposed in [44] . The basic information used about each trip is the sequential geographic positions as well as the corresponding timestamps. The position of the city center is also used to derive some attributes related to the positioning of the trip w.r.t. the downtown of the city.
As pre-processing, we also excluded trips with less than 4 GPS traces, for numerical computation issues. However, we did not cut very long trips like was initially suggested by Hoch [44] . We do it so in order to minimize to pre-processing to the one strictly necessary to conduct the experiments. The current position of a vehicle was estimated by randomly cutting the full trajectories using a uniform distribution.
The performance of the method was estimated using the root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) on a 5-fold cross validation procedure.
C. Setup Data Mining Experiment II
The second data mining experiment (DM-II) is related to an O-D flow estimation (see [41] to know more about this topic).
We tackle this task using popular approaches in the literature. We start by making a spatio-temporal discretization and then fitting an ARIMA model to each decomposed block. This idea is formalized according to the following steps: (i) spatial discretization: we decompose the data into several equally sized cells. Unlike in Section III-D where we fixed the number of grid cells, here we fix the size of each cell, so we can draw comparisons between the two case studies. We fixed each cell to be 500×500 meters; (ii) Top-K O-D pairs: we extract the origin and destination cells from each trips and select the top-K pairs, i.e. the pairs with most trips; (iii) temporal discretization: each top-K O-D pair is discretized by hour. This yields hourly time series for each selected O-D pair. As pre-processing step we discarded near-zero variance time series. K was set to 10.
The method was evaluated using the RMSE in a prequential evaluation strategy (e.g. [42] ). We take into account the different time-spans of each dataset. In SF, we start testing in the last day (i.e. last 24 hours for testing) whereas in NJ we used the last 4 hours.
D. Results
The results from the application of Yuki-san are presented in Fig. 3 . These are shown as radar charts. In each graphic, the larger the magnitude of a variable, the larger the respective indicator value is. Table III and Fig. 2 display the results obtained from Data Mining Experiments I and II, respectively. 1) Discussion: The indicator G is higher for NJ. Even though the raw value of NJ is almost half the one of SF, the nonlinearity of G yields a smoother result.
The MaTC represents the indicator with second highest discrepancy between case studies: 0 to NJ and 0.56 of SF. These values are mostly driven by the time-span of the datasets as NJ is only 23 hours long. In effect, we hypothesize that the short time-span presents some generalization problems for some of the data mining tasks. This is empirically demonstrated in Table III , where SF shows significantly lower errors than NJ in the experiment. TTP is a task that leverages the spatio-temporal coverage of the dataset. Naturally, this capitalizes on the knowledge of typical destinations from the current position at the present time.
Another relevant insight regards the spatial coverage indicator (SC): it marks 0.653 for NJ, around the double of the value for SF, 0.318. Relative to SF, NJ covers more ground in a less time-span, though it has significantly more operating vehicles (according to Table I ). The combination of the values of MaTC and SC may increase the sensitivity to outliers of concept, i.e. p(y|x). Due to the lack of diverse observations in terms of timespan, the outliers are taken as a representative part of the joint distribution that we are trying to model (e.g. a soccer match occurring in some specific days which largely increases the typically low cruising times on given OD pair). This may lead to overfitting issues. Yet, the data in SF is concentrated in a smaller part of the town (according to the results from SC). A low SC leads to a more sparse feature space in space-related features. Such sparsity may lead to outliers in p(x) which, in many cases, must be addressed before modeling tasks. Fig. 2 illustrates the poor (overfit) model obtained to NJ per opposition to a relatively good generalization provided to SF. The main reason to do it so lies on the base learners chosen were ensembles of decision trees. Decision trees are not sensitive to outliers in p(x) since the splitting criteria are based on the proportion of samples that fall in each newly created leaf rather than on the size of the feature space [45] . The small time-span of NJ obliged to a setup where the Table IV ).
The results of the A indicator are significant: 0.24 to NJ and 0.98 to SF. SF has a noticeable better GPS measurement accuracy relative to NJ, with a median error of around 15 meters, compared to approximately 40 meters in NJ (c.f. Table V for  the intermediate results) . Furthermore, the difference between the mean as median values suggest that there are severe outliers in NJ.
As discussed above, we were also able to link the results of Yuki-san to the results of DM-I and DM-II. These comparisons provided a way to reason about the differences in performance of the same model in different case studies. Moreover, we connected these differences in performance to the properties of each dataset, uncovered by the application of Yuki-san. The authors would like to stress that the obtained results demonstrate empirically the potential that Yuki-san has to assess the potential knowledge broadcast by a given FCD in a fully automated way and without conducting any manual data mining procedure. The carried out experiments suggest that NJ need pre-processing while SF can be used as is for data mining, specifically the tasks studied in this paper.
E. Adding Synthetic Noise
To further our argument relative to the importance of FCD quality, we artificially added different levels of noise to the data. Specifically we removed a percentage of random GPS traces from the training data -this process affects the FCD quality in multiple aspects, mainly the spatial and temporal coverage, and missing data. In the interest of conciseness we focused this analysis on the TTP task (DM-I).
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 4 . This graphic shows that the generalization error grows consistently with the amount of artificially uncertainty introduced, for both cases. This is an aspect that can be captured by Yuki-san before applying any predictive modeling process. 
VI. POTENTIAL DEPLOYMENT
This Section contains a brief discussion of the potential applications of Yuki-san, followed by some guidelines for scenario-oriented parametrization.
A. Scope and Impact
Reliable FCD is at the backbone of operations planning of ITS. The proposed framework could be useful in several applications in real-world and in this section we describe three potential deployment scenarios.
The first scenario is the definition of the market value of FCD. A generalized data market is emerging. For example, in telecommunications call detail records (CDR) are widely used as mobility probes [46] . FCD is as detailed and even more pervasive than CDR data. In a short future, FCD will potentially be commercialized, e.g. as a feed, where its price is set by volume. In this context, users or clients can leverage Yuki-san as a tool to quantify the quality of these FCD sources.
Another potential application is troubleshooting through the detection of malfunctions on the sensors of FCD providers.
Finally, Yuki-san can be useful for saving communication broadband. This can be accomplished by pruning unreliable or irrelevant FCD from the workflow of, for example, traffic status visualization tools, or traffic control actions centers. Besides enhancing the reliability of FCD sources, this process leads to decreased storage demands and computational power required for predictive analytics operations.
B. Guidelines for Scenario-Oriented Configuration
While some rules of thumb can be applied, the best configuration for the parameter setting is dependent on the application.
In our experiments the value for the optimal sampling rate (δ opt ) was set to 15 seconds. This configuration is geared towards the studied tasks, i.e. O-D flow estimation and TTP. However, there are scenarios where such set up would be inadequate. For instance map-matching, where high spatio-temporal precision is fundamental (see Figure 1) . In this case, a lower value of δ opt would be more appropriate.
Another example is the parameter set up for the MaTC indicator in section III-B. We selected the parameter for the erfc function (see Table II ) so that one year of data renders an optimal value. Again, for the tasks we studied in this paper, covering a large period of data is important to capture seasonal effects. However, there are tasks less sensitive to these issues, e.g. map-matching. In the latter, more emphasis is placed on the spatial coverage of the data. For example, the FCD source for the NJ case study is able to achieve a reasonable SC score with a single day of data.
VII. FINAL REMARKS
This paper presents Yuki-san: an automatic framework for multi-criteria evaluation of FCD quality. As acquiring FCD grows cheaper, its quality assessment becomes an increasingly important task. Yuki-san is based on a set of statistical indicators that cover different properties of the data, from its granularity, temporal and spatial coverage to its robustness, reliability and accuracy.
We applied Yuki-san to two real-world case studies of data collected by taxi fleets running in Nanjing and San Francisco to validate the proposed method. We evaluate the insights provided by this indicator set by conducting two data mining experiments regarding common supervised learning problems in mobility tasks: travel time prediction and O-D flow prediction. The results clearly illustrated the potential that Yuki-san has to uncover value in FCD sources in a fully automated fashion. Specifically, the analysis of the results enabled the discovery of underfitting/overfitting potential issues before conducting any supervised learning task. As future work, we intend to deploy Yuki-san in real-world applications to select reliable FCD sources in real-time on modern traffic management centers. He has co-authored 55+ peer-reviewed journal articles. His expertise lies on the interface between traffic flow theory and simulation, data analytics, and machine learning techniques. He has co-promoted eight Ph.D. students and has currently 10 Ph.D. students, five post-doctoral students, and two programmers under supervision in his lab (dittlab.tudelft.nl). He serves as an AE for IEEE TRANS-ACTIONS ON INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS, and is active in many international projects and collaborations.
